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Abstract—This paper is motivated by the diffficulties that deaf
students encounter when learning speechreadi ng and speaking;
the skills that enable them to effectively coommunicate with
hearing people. In this paper, we propose a speech learning
prototype system based on the analysis and ccomparison of lip
movements of an E-Tutor and those of a deaf student in a video.
The main framework of our proposed system caan be divided into
two stages: lip movement segmentation and sp
peech comparison.
Lip movement segmentation fragments the fram
mes of each word
from a visual speech video sequence by analyziing the movement
and shape of lips. Comparison determines wheether a student is
producing a correct word utterance or not, thiis is accomplished
by comparing the lip shape and movements acccording to that of
an e-tutor. To model lip movement, we compu
ute two dynamicbased features by using a lip tracking method
d, which employs
landmark points to define lip shapes. We utiliize these dynamic
features along with Space-Time Interest Points (STIP) to capture
lip movements. In order to evaluate the effeectiveness of our
proposed methods, we collect a visual speech learning dataset
consisting of 220 videos and 1100 word utterancces. The proposed
system achieves promising performances in booth visual speech
segmentation and visual speech comparison on tthis dataset.

d economic and social selfworkplace, independent living, and
sufficiency.
Research demonstrates that viisual information such as
pictures, speech-reading, cued speecch, sign language, and other
hand gestures are critical for effecttive literacy education [15,
16]. However, deaf children face the colossal challenge of
communicating with hearing peoplee using spoken language. It
takes many years of training underr the close supervision of a
speech/language therapist in order to
t master the art of speech
reading and speaking. Some of thee learning techniques make
use of the vibratory perception of speech by feeling the
movement on throat and face of the tutor as he/she is producing
speech [8]. Some of the training techniques involve visual
simulation by following the mouth movements
m
of the tutor [8].
These learning techniques are not only
o
costly but also require
the constant presence of a tutor. Con
nsequently, a deaf child can
only receive a limited training tim
me. Unlike human tutors, a
virtual tutor is more accessible due to its absence of time
constraints and low acquisition cost..
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I.

INTRODUCTION

According to the National Institute on Deeafness and Other
Communication Disorders (NIDCD), approxim
mately 2 to 3 out
of every 1000 children in the United States are born deaf or
hard-of-hearing. Studies indicate that deaf children of deaf
parents tend to learn better than deaf chilldren of hearing
parents, mainly due to better language com
mmunication i.e.,
using American Sign Language (ASL) when bboth children and
parents are deaf. However, more than 80% of children who are
deaf or hearing impaired are born to heariing parents [13].
Compared to deaf children of deaf parents, deaf children of
hearing parents face more difficulties in com
mmunicating with
others and reading because their parents are not likely to be
fluent or proficient in sign language [14]. In addition to their
parents, deaf children need to communicate w
with other people
with normal hearing, who may know little ssign language in
daily life. Deaf children who are ablee to efficiently
communicate through speech experiencee an enhanced
inclusion and integration into society. T
The ability also
enhances their future employment opportunities, success in the

Figure 1. Our proposed visual speeech learning framework.

In the absence of hearing, a deaaf or hard-of-hearing person
heavily relies on his/her vision, i.e., in a sense, hearing through
his/her eyes. Visual information plaays an important role in the
life of these persons when commun
nicating with other people,
for this reason, it is not natural for them to make use of
common technologies such as “voicce recognition” or “voice to
text” for the purpose of speech learn
ning; they lack vocal visual
cues, and are also very susceptible to background acoustic
noise. These individuals can pottentially benefit from the
development of a visual speech leaarning system to help them
sustain a more dignifying life. There are several such
technologies being developed by researchers, which could

potentially assist deaf and hard-of-hearing people with speech
learning [1], [6], [7], [10], [11], [12]. Potamianos et al, and
Matthews et al, have used visual information to improve
degraded acoustic data for speech recognition with very
satisfactory results [6], [7]. Some other research work have
proposed visual-based approaches for the speech recognition of
single letters, phonemes, and phrases [1], [10], [11], [12].
However, these methods require an extremely extensive
database to hold speech words, phonemes, and/or phrases. In
addition, video sequence of speech must be segmented in
accordance to the format of the database.
In this paper, we propose a more reliable scheme by
analyzing the lip movement of a deaf student uttering a word
and comparing it, in real time, to those of an on-screen prerecorded tutor in order to verify the validity of the student’s
utterance. In other words, we only focus on whether the
utterance of a student is correct or not, according to the word
spoken by an e-tutor (i.e., a binary classification problem),
instead of trying to recognize the word a deaf person is uttering
(i.e., a multi-class classification problem). Accordingly, the
classifier of this system is trained by correct and incorrect prelabeled utterance patterns. Our proposed speech learning
system requires a computer and a web camera. Fig. 1 depicts
our proposed visual speech learning system. A deaf student
will follow the pre-recorded e-tutor on the computer screen.
The web camera is used to capture the visual utterance of the
student. A lip tracking model follows and records the
movement of the student’s mouth. This data is used to generate
low-level features, which are then used to perform
segmentation and comparison. Segmentation automatically
subdivides the video sequence by identifying the frames which
contain the speech being learned by the student. Comparison is
employed to verify whether the utterance of the student is
correct or not. Lastly, on-screen interactive visuals will provide
feedback to the student, based on the student’s speech learning
performance.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
describe the basic features for the method of dynamic lip
movement segmentation and lip reading comparison. Section
III and IV explain our visual speech segmentation and
comparison structures in detail, respectively. The experimental
results and evaluation are presented in Section V. Section VI
concludes the paper and discusses our future work.
II.

LIP FEATURES EXTRACTION

To implement segmentation and comparison of video
sequences, and to find the best feature arrangement
performance, we employ various combinations of three
different low-level features: stretch dynamics, point dynamics
and Space-Time Interest Points (STIP). This section details
the structure of each feature.

predefined lip landmark points. This model iteratively fits the
lip shape, and identifies corresponding lip landmark points in
each video frame. In this paper, we use a built-in ASM library
[9] trained using 68 landmark points to shape a person’s face,
as shown in Fig. 2(a). The positions of the 68 landmarks form
a shape vector, in which each landmark is represented by its x
and y coordinates. As our proposed speech learning system
focuses on lip movement, we only keep the 19 landmarks
shaping the inner and outer contours of the lips for computing
dynamic features, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). For stretch
dynamics, we only employ the 12 landmarks shaping the outer
contour of the lips. The distances between selected pairs of top
and bottom landmark points are calculated, i.e., 7 distances are
computed for each of the 5 top landmarks, as illustrated in Fig.
3. The 35 total distances per frame are concatenated as the
feature representation of stretch dynamics.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. ASM based facial landmark point tracking: (a) the 68 landmarks
shaping a face and (b) the 19 landmarks shaping the lips (12 outer points and
7 inner points).

We assume that the first five frames in the video sequence
are neutral frames. Having this in mind, we then take the
average of the five frames, and use this average as our neutral
frame for the video sequence. Stretch dynamics feature
measures the amount of lips movement deviation from the
neutral frame.
In order to eliminate scaling change and variations
between lip sizes and shapes of different subjects, as well as to
alleviate shape change due to out-of-plane movements (e.g.,
backward and forward head movements) during speech, a lip
shape normalization is conducted so that the width between
mouth corners equals 1 (see Fig. 3). The stretch dynamics
feature is resistant to mouth shape angular motion, as pairwise distances are invariant to rotation, which lessens
computational cost by not requiring rotation and alignment of
the lips.

A. Stretch Dynamics
The stretch dynamics feature requires lip tracking to follow
the lip movement when uttering a word. For this task, we
employ Active Shape Models (ASM) [2, 9] as the lip tracker.
ASM uses prior knowledge of lip shapes in training data,
which is simply the concatenation of x and y coordinates of

Figure 3. The normalization and computation of stretch dynamics based on
distances between selected pairs of landmarks. Each of the five top landmarks
has its seven distances; for clarification, they are illustrated in different colors.

B. Point Dynamics
The point dynamics feature also applies ASM to track the
lips and capture lip movements. However, unlike stretch
dynamics, point dynamics employs all the 19 landmarks, i.e.,
both outer and inner contours of the lips, as shown in Fig.
2(b). Parallel to stretch dynamics, the average of the first five
frames in each video is used as the neutral frame template for
the entire video sequence. Point dynamics are highly
susceptible to mouth shape variations. In order to handle
mouth shape variations among different subjects, we use the
width of the mouth, the upper lip height, and the lower lip
height from the template frame to normalize other frames
from the same video. As for the rotation, we normalize the
line connecting two lip corners to a canonical direction (e.g.,
horizontal). After the two processes, we further align the
center of the lip shape to the origin of coordinates. Point
dynamics feature represents the lips modulation during
speech. The final feature representation of point dynamics
consists of coordinates of 19 landmarks, as well as width,
upper lip height, and lower lip height, for a final feature vector
size of 41.
C. STIP
The Space-Time Interest Points (STIP) [4] is a spatialtemporal feature, which includes two phases: detection (i.e., a
feature detector localizes interest points in a spatial-temporal
space) and description (i.e., a feature descriptor computes
representations of detected points). STIP employs 3D Harris
corner detector to identify interest points with large gradient
magnitude in both spatial and temporal domains. Histogram of
Gradients (HOG) and Histogram of Optical Flow (HOF) are
then computed from detected local video volumes as
descriptors. Fig. 4 presents detected STIP points on selected
frames of a video sequence.

analysis. The first step of our speech learning system involves
the automated video subdivision of a speech. We employ our
stretch dynamics feature (described in IIA) for segmentation
by summing the difference between the current frame
distances and the neutral frame distances as shown in (1);
where w represents a distance, i the current frame and N the
neutral frame.
(1)
The framework of video segmentation is illustrated in Fig.
5. Our segmentation method is based on the classification of
moving lips (utterance) from neutral lips (absence of speech).
The moving lips indicate that the frames belong to an
utterance, while the neutral lips denote absence of speech. A
closed-mouth shape may also demonstrate speech; this is due
to the versatile spatial variation nature of speech. The first
word sequence in Fig. 7 contains an example of a closed-mouth
shape during speech. In order to recognize such frames as the
moving class as well, we employ a temporal sliding window to
incorporate the neighboring frames, which have the openmouth shapes; for neutral frames (i.e., the frames between
separated word utterances), most mouth shapes of their
neighboring frames are also closed. Therefore, for each frame,
we extend n previous frames and n consequent frames to
generate a sliding window with the size of 2n + 1 frames. The
lip moving degree values Di of each frame within a sliding
window are then concatenated as the dynamics representation
of a current frame for neutral/moving classification, as shown
in Fig. 5.

Figure 5. Framework of our visual speech segmentation.

Figure 4. Interest points (yellow circles) detected by STIP in sampled frames
of a video with a subject uttering the word “avocado”.

A bounding box around the mouth area is set for the
extraction of STIP points (not shown in Fig. 4). This ensures
that only mouth motion is included in our STIP feature vector.
STIP has been widely used in human action and complex
event recognition and detection tasks [5]. In this paper, we
employ STIP as the benchmark to model lip movements.
III.

VISUAL SPEECH SEGMENTATION

The segmentation of each individual word utterance in a
video sequence is a prerequisite for further visual speech

We also employ STIP as an additional feature channel to
improve the detection of lip movements around the mouth
area. As shown in Fig. 4, the number and appearance of
detected interest points surrounding the mouth area
demonstrate great difference between moving and neutral
frames. Since we only focus on the lip movement, we use the
number Si of detected interest points falling into a bounding
box around the mouth area as the second representation of lip
moving degree for each frame. Similar to the above case, Si of
each frame in a sliding window are also concatenated as the
STIP representation of current frame for neutral/moving
classification, as shown in Fig. 5. Based on our empirical
observations, we chose n to be 60 in our system.
We select as classifier a Support Vector Machine (SVM).
The classifier recognizes each frame into one of two classes:
moving (utterance) or neutral (absence of speech). The
dynamics and STIP features are concatenated and utilized as
input for SVM classification.
SVM utilizes learning algorithms to identify patterns. The
algorithm finds an optimal plane which can separate classes
with maximum margin. Based on this, SVM can predict the

class of subsequent samples. SVM with lineaar kernel is used
as the classifier for segmentation.
IV.

A. Dataset

VISUAL SPEECH COMPARISON BETWEEEN STUDENT AND
E-TUTOR

After video segmentation, the next step is to recognize
correct and incorrect utterances between thhe e-tutor and a
student. The general framework for compariison is shown in
Fig. 6, which includes two inputs: one from thhe e-tutor and the
other from the student. In this paper, we exam
mine five different
feature combinations for visual speech com
mparison: stretch
dynamics, point dynamics, STIP, stretch dynam
mics and STIP in
early fusion, as well as point dynamics annd STIP in early
fusion.
Subjects have their own speaking rhythhms: some may
articulate speech in a faster fashion than otheers and some in a
slower one. To eliminate these temporal innconsistencies of
different word utterances among subjects, we perform a
temporal normalization on the dynamics based features to
solve this difficulty. In this way, the segmentted video clips or
word utterances are normalized to the same nuumber of frames.
In this paper, we temporally normalize all vvideo clips to 30
frames. We concatenate the stretch or point dynamics of the
normalized 30 frames as the dynamics-based input feature. As
for the STIP input feature, we use the Bag-oof-Words (BOW)
model [3] to aggregate HOG/HOF descriptoors from a word
utterance, we generate our visual dictionary by employing kmeans clustering on STIP features. No temporral normalization
is performed on STIP, as the pooling proceess in BOW can
naturally handle the temporal inconsistency.
We obtain our final feature vector by findiing the difference
between the tutor and the student feature vvectors, i.e., the
pronunciation difference between tutor aand student. L2
normalization and scaling to [1 -1] is perform
med on the final
difference feature before sending to the SVM
M classifier. We
employ SVM with RBF kernel as the classiffier. The optimal
parameters of RBF kernel are obtained bby 5-fold crossvalidation.

Figure 6. General framework of our visual speechh comparison.

V.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULLTS

In this section, we talk about the dataset employed in the
experiments for our visual speech learning ssystem. We, first
explain the evaluation methods used, and tthen present the
results obtained for the two stages oof our system:
segmentation and comparison. For each stage we perform
subject dependent and subject independeent experiments.
Subject dependent evaluation consists of traiining and testing
based on only one subject, or subject pair (in the case of
comparison). Subject independent evaluationn employs more
than one subject/subject pair for training and ttesting.

Figure 7. A sample of frames extracted from the video sequence of the
utral position.
utterance “apple”, starting and ending in neu

A dataset of 5 pre-recorded native
n
English speakers is
collected to assess the effectivenesss of our proposed speech
learning system. The dataset is comprised
c
of 50 different
words, which are chosen based on easiness to be understood by
a child, and by their visual utterancce distinctions. The dataset
contains at least one word startin
ng with each letter in the
alphabet. The words recorded in th
he dataset are listed in table
1.
These videos are captured at frontal face by an automatic
camera with a spatial resolution of 640×480
6
pixels and a frame
rate of 30 frames per second. Subjjects are instructed to start
with a neutral position (i.e., closed mouth) before uttering the
word shown on the screen, and to finalize with the same
neutral position. The words are prresented to each subject in
slideshows of 4 seconds per word. Fig.
F 7 shows two examples
of word utterances starting and endin
ng in neutral position.
TABLE I. THE 50 DIFFERENT WORDS IN OUR
R DATASET: AT LEAST ONE WORD
BEGINNING WITH EACH LETTER
R IN THE ALPHABET

Words in our dataset
d
Apple
Avocado Blackberry
Cheese
Dishwasher
Dress
Eat
Eggplant
Example
Family
Father
Find
Happy
Hello
History
Hospital
Island
Jump
Kangaroo
Kiwi
Library
Mother
Music
Notebook
Open
Pineapple
Potato
Present
Respect
Search
Stomach
Together
Umbrella
Up
Vision
Watermelon
Window
X-Ray
Yellow
Yesterday

Cruise
Elbow
Give
Important
Laugh
Number
Question
Tomorrow
Weather
Zebra

This dataset comprises 220 videeos, each of which contains
5 repetitions of a word, i.e., 1100 wo
ord utterances are included.
Each video is approximately 500 fraames long, with an average
length of 30 frames per word utteraance. There are currently 5
subjects in our dataset: two adult females and three adult
he beginning and ending of
males. The ground truth marking th
each word utterance in each video iss manually labeled. We will
make this speech learning dataset pu
ublic available in the future.

B. Evaluation Metrics
We employ three evaluation metrics to assess the efficacy
of our visual speech learning framework. They are: recall,
precision and accuracy. Their respective equation is shown in
(2), (3), and (4), where TP stands for true positive, TN for true
negative, FP for false positive, and FN for false negative. In
our segmentation process, P represents a moving frame
(utterance) and N a neutral frame (no speech). P and N
represent a correct utterance and an incorrect utterance,
respectively, in our comparison process.
(2)
(3)

subject are employed to train the classifier, then the trained
classifier is tested on 20 videos from each of the other four
subjects. We repeat this cycle four times, i.e., each subject is
employed once for training. The average results for the three
feature combinations are shown in table 3.
As we can see in Table 2 and Table 3, subject independent
results are very similar to those of the subject dependent. This
observation shows the generalization of our proposed lip
movement based visual speech segmentation. This is probably
because of the normalization of lip shapes and the duality of
motion detection provided by stretch dynamics and STIP.
Another contributor is the natural flow of word uttering
process: the lips must present an action pattern from open to
close to say a word.
TABLE III. SUBJECT INDEPENDENT SEGMENTATION RESULTS

(4)
Recall measures the positive frames average that is
correctly recognized by the classifier. Precision represents the
average number of negative frames classified as positive (a
score of “100” signifies that there are zero negative frames
classified as positive). Finally, accuracy assesses the total
percentage of positive and negative frames correctly
identified.
C. Visual Speech Segmentation
We evaluate the performance of our proposed
segmentation techniques by implementing subject dependent
and subject independent experiments on our collected dataset.
1) Subject Dependent Results: We test our segmentation
method by using 30 videos of one subject to train the
classifier, and then 20 videos from the same subject to test our
segmentation scheme. We perform this same experiment on
all five subjects in the dataset. Table 2 shows the average
results for all subjects in our dataset.
TABLE II. SUBJECT DEPENDENT SEGMENTATION RESULTS

Feature
Stretch Dynamics
STIP
Combined

Accuracy
88.91
91.54
92.85

Precision
85.07
88.20
87.99

Recall
70.84
81.05
83.73

In general, the results present slightly more moving frames
wrongly classified as neutral frames than neutral frames
classified as moving frames; this is evident by the lower recall
score for all features. Most of the neutral frames incorrectly
classified as moving, and vice versa, lie at the beginning and
ending of word utterances. The frames in these two areas are
particularly difficult to classify due to the mild fluctuation
presented by the lip tracking model. This could be possibly
improved by enhancing the lip tracking method. As shown in
Table 2, the combination of stretch dynamics and STIP is able
to improve the segmentation performance.
2) Subject Independent Results: We further perform a
subject independent experiment, where 30 videos from one

Feature
Stretch Dynamics
STIP
Combined

Accuracy
89.78
91.60
92.77

Precision
85.59
86.75
88.64

Recall
71.83
78.98
82.01

D. Visual Speech Comparison
As in subsection V-C, here we also employ subject
dependent and subject independent experiments to examine
the performance of our proposed comparison methods.
1) Subject Dependent Results: In the scenario of visual
speech comparison, one subject functions as an e-tutor and a
second subject as a student. We rotate roles between the 5
subjects, which results in 10 different tutor-student pairs. We
employ 90% and 10% of the same tutor-student pair for
training and testing, respectevely. Fig. 8 demonstrates the
average comparison rates of the 10 tutor-student pairs under
five different feature combinations; as discussed in section IV,
early fusion is used to combine multiple features.
As shown in this figure, stretch dynamics and point
dynamics achieve the best results; the three evaluation metrics
score above 90% for both features. The general performance
of STIP is significantly inferior to the dynamics-based
features. Mainly because the system built upon STIP tends to
classify student utterance as incorrect, which result in a very
low recall rate. This observation demonstrates that: 1) the lip
movement implicitly captured by STIP-based BOW does not
discriminate the spatial appearance of an utterance as
explicitly as the one modeled by the dynamics-based feature;
2) the temporal order (lost in BOW) is important for
comparison; 3) the temporal and spatial normalization helps to
reduce intra-class variations. Moreover, the computational
cost of STIP is much larger than that of the dynamics-based
features, which only involves simple normalization and
distance calculation.
The combination of the dynamics-based feature with STIP
by early fusion also presents similar results as the STIP
feature; the performance of both combinations is deteriorated
as well. Several “correct” utterances are classified as
“incorrect” utterances, lowering, substantially, the recall
percentage.

w
ultimately provide an
independent experiments, which would
aid to assist the deaf and haard-of-hearing persons to
effectively communicate with other people through spoken
language and speechreading.
In our future work, we will explore surface
electromyography (sEMG) for sp
peech comparison and for
integration with our visual speech learning system. The final
task will be to do a user interface study in order to find the
best approach to interact, and present our speech learning
system to deaf and hard-of-hearin
ng students via the visual
interface of the computer-user envirronment.
Figure 8. Subject dependent comparison results oof different feature
combinations.

2) Subject Independent Results: A subjject independent
experiment is also performed to evaluate ourr proposed visual
speech comparison method. As the case in suubject dependent,
90% and 10% of subject pairs are used for traiining and testing,
respectively. Analogous to subject dependeent experiments,
stretch dynamics and point dynamics achieeve the best and
comparable performances (see Fig. 9). The feeatures involving
STIP present much lower rates than the case in subject
dependent experiments, as it is expectted for subject
independent experimental results. We shhould note that
point/STIP precision scored higher than in the subject
dependent experiment, this is the effect oof the classifier
categorizing most of the utterances as “inncorrect”, hence
lowering the false positive number, and increasing the
precision score.
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